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c1818_30_08_2009_000041

(Inaudible.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_000156

FIRE: 5-0-7 correct?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_000232

(No audio recorded.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_000411

(No audio recorded.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_000554

(No audio recorded.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_000810

(No audio recorded.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_000926

(No audio recorded.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_001030

(No audio recorded.)
(Inaudible.)

UNIDENTIFIED: One Bravo.

(No audio recorded.)

FIRE: Angeles 7 Edward 5, admin tone 7.

DISPATCH: 7 Edward 5 Angeles.

FIRE: Can you show me out of service en route to quarters, please.

DISPATCH: Copy 7 Edward 5, en route to quarters.

FIRE: (Inaudible) 7 Edward 7.

FIRE: Edward. 7 Edward 7.
DISPATCH: 7 Edward 7, Angeles.

FIRE: Copy. Out of service.

DISPATCH: Copy. 7 Edward 7, out of service at 0030.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_001741

(No audio recorded.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_001809

(No audio recorded.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_001935

(No audio recorded.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_001956

DISPATCH: Edward 14, Angeles.

c1818_30_08_2009_002013

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 14.

DISPATCH: Edward 14, for 1 Charlie 1 just confirming your status right now. You’re still at the Crest Station working on the investigation?

FIRE: Are you available for a phone call?

DISPATCH: Are you asking if 1 Charlie 1 is available?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_002045

FIRE: Dispatch center, I’ll give you a call.
DISPATCH: Copy that.

Break. Edward 10, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_002103


DISPATCH: Edward 10, how do you copy?

FIRE: We copy. Go ahead.

DISPATCH: Same traffic regarding 1 Charlie 1’s interested in knowing your status to update him before he goes out of service. He’s at home now.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_002134

FIRE: Sorry, sir, did you say land line him?

DISPATCH: Or over the air just to advise dispatch. I have him on the phone. He’d like to know your -- your status right now in regards to your plans.

FIRE: I’ve cleared Little Tujunga. I’m about 10, 15 minutes away from being out of service.

DISPATCH: I copy. I’ll advise him on the phone.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_002242

(No audio recorded.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_002629

(No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_002839
  (Inaudible.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_003125
  (Inaudible.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_003601
  (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_003612
  DISPATCH: Edward 10, go ahead.
///
c1818_30_08_2009_003626
  DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles.
  FIRE: I’ll be in quarters,
     out of service.
  DISPATCH: Copy Edward 10. Out of service at 0059. Have
     a good evening.
  FIRE: Have a good night.
///
c1818_30_08_2009_003801
  (No audio recorded.)
(Inaudible.)

(No audio recorded.)

(No audio recorded.)

(No audio recorded.)

(No audio recorded.)

(No audio recorded.)

(No audio recorded.)

(No audio recorded.)
FIRE: Angeles, 7 Edward 5, admin tone 7.
(No audio recorded.)

///
c1818_30_08_2009_013148
    FIRE: (Inaudible.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_013227
    (Inaudible.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_013247
    (Inaudible.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_013310
    (Inaudible.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_013444
    (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_013739
    (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_013746
    (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_013830
    (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_014714
  (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_015318
  (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_015853
  (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_020204
  (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_020451
  (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_020459
  (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_020545
  (No audio recorded.)
///
c1818_30_08_2009_020603
  (No audio recorded.)
///
FIRE:  Night division at (inaudible) 13.
(Inaudible.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_032107

c1818_30_08_2009_032120

c1818_30_08_2009_032151

FIRE: Branch 1 (inaudible) command.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_032211
FIRE: Night ops, Division Delta command.

///

FIRE: Night ops, Division Delta command.

///

DISPATCH: Night ops.

FIRE: Night ops, Division Delta command. If you copy, Branch 1 is at the location where I had last spoke to you.

(Inaudible.)

///

DISPATCH: Branch 1, night operations command.

FIRE: Night operations called for Branch 1.

FIRE: Station, I’m at Ocean View and Foothill.

DISPATCH: Hey, night ops. Back up north on Foothill, he
is at the location where he spoke to you (inaudible).

FIRE: Okay. He’s back up at your location?

FIRE: Affirmative, standing by here.

FIRE: Okay.

///
c1818_30_08_2009_033154
c1818_30_08_2009_033516
c1818_30_08_2009_033707
c1818_30_08_2009_033718
c1818_30_08_2009_033842
c1818_30_08_2009_034749
c1818_30_08_2009_035145
c1818_30_08_2009_035240
c1818_30_08_2009_035608
c1818_30_08_2009_035615
c1818_30_08_2009_040148
c1818_30_08_2009_040205
c1818_30_08_2009_040221
c1818_30_08_2009_040430
c1818_30_08_2009_040502
c1818_30_08_2009_040648
c1818_30_08_2009_040850
c1818_30_08_2009_040903
c1818_30_08_2009_041259
c1818_30_08_2009_044155
DISPATCH: Engine 13, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_055604

DISPATCH: Engine 13, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_063430
FIRE: (inaudible) Engine 10.

DISPATCH: Engine 10, Angeles.

DISPATCH: You’re coming over admin. Be advised you should use this for the fire traffic and switch your traffic over to Forest net.

(Inaudible.)


(Inaudible.)

FIRE: Night ops, Branch 1, go ahead.

FIRE: (Inaudible) service Mill Creek.
FIRE: (Inaudible) service, operations.

DISPATCH: Canyon communications (inaudible) branch radio check.

DISPATCH: Communications.

FIRE: (Inaudible.)
FIRE: Ground group, we’re go for (inaudible).
FIRE: (Inaudible.)
FIRE: Yeah, I copy that. I’m right in front of you, same spot.

DISPATCH: You can just go ahead and service Burrow Canyon. Repeat.

DISPATCH: Go ahead and service Burrow Canyon, repeat.
DISPATCH: Yeah, if you can just go ahead and service to Burrow Canyon. Repeat your identifier. Negative.

FIRE: Communications (inaudible).

DISPATCH: Edward 14, copy to service Arcadia. Good morning at 0810.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 14 on direct.

FIRE: Angeles, Rec 12.

DISPATCH: Rec 12, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Rec 12, can you repeat the destination?
DISPATCH: Rec 12, repeat the destination.

DISPATCH: Rec 12, I copy you’re in service. Can you repeat the destination?

FIRE: Group 9, 9 Alpha on Ana.

DISPATCH: Recreation 116, Angeles.

FIRE: Edward 19, tone 2.

DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles, go ahead.

FIRE: Edward 19, in service en route to Arcadia.

DISPATCH: Copy at 0939.

(Inaudible.)
DISPATCH: 116, Angeles.

FIRE: (inaudible) Mill Creek en route to Monte Cristo Camp Ground.

DISPATCH: Recreation 116, that’s negative. And per Rec 10, report to Little T Station for an assignment. Copy?

FIRE: I copy, thank you.

DISPATCH: 10-41.

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, admin tone 2.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: Show me in service en route to the (inaudible).

DISPATCH: Copy (inaudible) at 0940.

FIRE: Hey, this is Edward 19.

DISPATCH: 19, Angeles.

FIRE: Could you relay to 1 Charlie 1 does he want me to (inaudible).

FIRE: Angeles, this is 1 Charlie 1, copy. Yeah, I’ll meet you at the SO here probably in about an hour. Copy.
DISPATCH: Copy (inaudible) 0941.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_093854

FIRE: Crew 1, Battalion 11 on command.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_093919

FIRE: Yeah, (b)(6), where you at? Can I tie in with you somewhere?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_093934

FIRE: Hey, (b)(6), where are you at? Can I tie in with you somewhere?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_093952

FIRE: Hey, (b)(6), where are you at?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_094005

FIRE: Crew 1, Battalion 11, on command.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_094042

FIRE: Crew 1, Battalion 11.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_094443

FIRE: Angeles (inaudible).

///
FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10 (inaudible).

FIRE: 10 admin tone 6, go ahead.
FIRE: I’ll be in service through area 21.

FIRE: Edward 10, area 21. Are you copying Angeles?
DISPATCH: Copying you at this time.

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, admin tone 2.

FIRE: Would you please relay to Edward 10 I’d like a phone call, please?
DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles -- or correction, admin.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles.

FIRE: (Inaudible) 1284 Alpha (inaudible).


FIRE: (Inaudible.)

DISPATCH: Radio check.


DISPATCH: Recreation 26, Angeles, go ahead.

FIRE: Rec 26 and Volunteer 21 can service San Gabriel
Canyon.

DISPATCH: Angeles, copy 10-17.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_102025

FIRE: Yeah, I’m trying to find out where she’s at, (b)(6). I think she might be up here by the closure.

FIRE: Copy that.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_104955

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, admin tone 2.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_105026

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, admin tone 2.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_105224

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, admin 2.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_105236

DISPATCH: Charlie 1.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_105304

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_105316

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles.
(Inaudible.)

DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, Charlie 1 would like a telephone call (inaudible).

FIRE: I do copy. It’ll be -- be a few minutes.

FIRE: I copy.

DISPATCH: Yeah, Charlie 1. Edward 10 copies message and be just a few minutes.

FIRE: (Inaudible) 1 from strike team 404 Alpha on admin.

FIRE: Radio service test 1, 2.

FIRE: Test 1 2.

DISPATCH: Copy.
FIRE: (Inaudible).

DISPATCH: Edward 14, Angeles, go ahead.

FIRE: (Inaudible).

DISPATCH: Edward 14, I did not copy yourself and you broke off.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_110859

FIRE: This is Edward 14. I did not copy tone 7.

DISPATCH: Edward 14 (inaudible).

FIRE: Myself and 12 Edward 1 will be up on Station fire available by radio.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_110924

DISPATCH: 14, I copy yourself and 12 Edward 1 on the air available Station Fire at 1122.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_111512

FIRE: Test, test, 1, 2, 3, test.

DISPATCH: How do you copy?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_111857

FIRE: Radio check, 1, 2, 3. 1, 2, 3.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_111929
FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10 on tone 7.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_112755

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_112947

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, go ahead.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_112959

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113009

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, tone 2.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113030

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1 on admin tone 2.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113040

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: Were you calling?

DISPATCH: Can you stand by 1?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113057

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, that’s affirmative. Stand by.

You available for a telephone call?
FIRE: Yeah, go ahead now. I was on the phone when you -- somebody was calling me.

DISPATCH: Yeah, Charlie 1, that’s affirmative. They were asking me if you’re available for a telephone call to reflect regarding Little T Canyon.

FIRE: Go ahead.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113128

DISPATCH: We had a request from Crew 5 on the incident. I have request (inaudible) for forest (inaudible) to assist with evac of the location.

FIRE: Yeah, that’s affirmative. Edward 10, Edward 12 and the LP units, which they should be en route, go ahead and start them that way.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles copies at 1145.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113204

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, 2 Edward 5.

FIRE: Yeah, 2 Edward 5, go.

FIRE: Yeah, we’re coming to Pomona right now. Which way do you want us to go?

FIRE: Yeah, Proceed to Little Tujunga and then tie in with Edward 10 or Edward 12, whoever you can get a hold of and then assist them. Copy?

FIRE: Copy.
FIRE: (inaudible) get a hold of dispatch and give your call sign.

FIRE: I copy.

Break. Angeles, 2 Edward 5.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113310

FIRE: Angeles, 2 Edward 5 (inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113348

FIRE: Angeles, 2 Edward 5 on tone 2.

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, Angeles.

FIRE: Yes, sir. Can you show myself and 2 Tom 2, one unit, on your forest available.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10.

DISPATCH: Copy 2 Edward 5, 2 Tom 2, one unit forest available.

FIRE: Edward 5.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113445

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles, go ahead.

FIRE: Advise units responding to Gold Mesa is the going to be the area of evac. Copy.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113509
DISPATCH: The area is going to be Gold Mesa.

FIRE: Advise Edward 10 that he’ll be the lead, that’ll be his area.

DISPATCH: Copy.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10, tone 7, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, just confirming you copied response through Charlie 1. The area is going to be Gold Creek and Little Tujunga Road. Yourself and Edward 12 (inaudible).

FIRE: That’s affirmative. I’m rolling from Big Tujunga.

DISPATCH: Copy en route rolling from the Big T. You’re the contact on this per Chief 1 -- correction, per 1 Charlie 1. (inaudible) contacting the station communications unit to make contact with (inaudible).

FIRE: Angeles, could you go direct, because I’m having a tough time hearing you, you’re breaking up on me.
DISPATCH: Edward 10, how do you copy now?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113725

DISPATCH: How do you copy now?

FIRE: Angeles, could you go admin direct and repeat, please?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_113756

DISPATCH: How do you copy now?

FIRE: Angeles, it’s a lot better.

DISPATCH: 10, per 1 Charlie 1, you’re going to be contact on this, yourself, Edward 12, the two LPF units. The location is Gold Creek at Little Tujunga Road. (inaudible) contact with station communications (inaudible) L.A. County as well as CHP for assistance.

FIRE: Notify CHP and L.A. County (inaudible).

DISPATCH: I have that, Edward 10. Making the contact with station communications. You’re going to be the contact along with Edward 12 and two LPF units. Copy.

FIRE: I did copy. Where are we meeting them at?

DISPATCH: For yourself and the initial units the location is going to be Gold Creek at Little Tujunga Road. Gold Creek, Little Tujunga Road.

FIRE: 10-4, sir, I copy that. I am en route to that location.
DISPATCH: Driving time from Big Tujunga at 1150.

FIRE: Edward 10, 1 Charlie 1.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10. I’m rolling to that location, sir (inaudible).

FIRE: (b)(6), pick a spot where we can all meet and then go from there. I mean, make your coordination with 120 (inaudible) and we’ll go from there, but pick a spot and we’ll all meet there.

FIRE: 10-4, sir, I do copy. Also, if you can, sir, the fire is now in -- just past, it’s just passing Mount Gleason in the -- in the riverbed and we’ve got a lot of lookie-loos and so forth. CHP is controlling traffic at Mount Gleason going up to Big Tujunga, but if you can and if you can make a call and get LAPD to close down Odo Vista at the bend, because we have a lot of traffic going through up to Mount Gleason and now they’re starting to stop and look at the fire, which is in the arroyo right now and getting closer to those private homes.

FIRE: Yeah, copy. Right now I am with (b)(6). We just hitched up on the 610, we’re just coming past Lowell Avenue right now.

Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, did you copy that traffic?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_114112

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10.

///
FIRE: Hey, Angeles, Edward 10. If you can notify the ICP, we need LAPD to come down and close off Odo Vista. Odo Vista at the bend where it turns into Big Tujunga Canyon Road. If they can get together with CHP and get CHP to direct (inaudible).

DISPATCH: I passed on to incident communications, because they’re relaying the same request through their channels to L.A. County SO as well as CHP for assistance. At this time you’re going to be the contact and it’s all coming together as we speak.

FIRE: I did copy, sir, and that’s for Odo Vista and Big Tujunga, correct? I’m (inaudible) contact with CHP.

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1.

DISPATCH: Copy 1 Charlie 1, go ahead.

FIRE: Traffic on the other frequencies. (inaudible). respond to this location (inaudible) Code 3 (inaudible).

DISPATCH: 1, I did not copy. Repeat.

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, do you copy my traffic?
DISPATCH: Charlie 1, negative copy. Repeat all your traffic.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_114402

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1. Do you copy my traffic?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_114422

DISPATCH: Break. Edward 10, Angeles. (Inaudible.)

FIRE: Angeles, that’s affirmative. Also, we need to notify CHP that in Odo Vista Place and Mount Gleason in the -- in the arroyo itself we have some homeless individuals that like to bed down in that area, and for fire safety, some of those people drag containers of -- of fuels down there, so they need to be aware of that.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_114514

DISPATCH: And I copy Odo Vista Place and Mount Gleason, I copy the information. I’ll pass it on to communications unit to relate it to CHP at 1115.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_114557


///

c1818_30_08_2009_114607

DISPATCH: Angeles.
FIRE: Battalion 13, Edward 10.

DISPATCH: Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: Copy. Did that message get put out? And also I need a location of my unit.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, that’s affirmative. I’m still trying to confirm that Edward 5, Edward 10 units have received the message (inaudible) stand by for location. Edward 10 was driving time from Big T (inaudible).

FIRE: It was 7 Edward 5 (inaudible).
FIRE: (Inaudible) watch us.

DISPATCH: You copy on 10, do you copy?

DISPATCH: Do you copy, (b) (6)? Over, 1, 2.

(DISpatch:

(DISPATCH: Do you copy (inaudible)?

FIRE: Edward 10, I’m ready to copy, ready to give your information (inaudible).

DISPATCH: 7, Angeles on admin.

FIRE: Yeah, I copy.

DISPATCH: (inaudible) and that’s affirmative. Calling to
confirm (inaudible) along with Edward 10 and Edward 12.

FIRE: We’re getting you in bits and pieces. Can you repeat (inaudible).

DISPATCH: LPS, 7 Edward 5 and Edward 7. Respond Code 3 per Charlie 1 to the location of Gold Creek and Little Tujunga Road for evac.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_115440

DISPATCH: Edward 5, do you copy?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_115942

FIRE: Angeles, 7 Edward 5, admin tone 7.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_115958

DISPATCH: 7 Edward 7, Angeles. How do you copy?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_120013

DISPATCH: 7 Edward 7, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_120117

FIRE: Angeles, 7 Edward 5, admin tone 7.

DISPATCH: 7 Edward 5, Angeles. How do you copy?

FIRE: You’re low volume but readable. Go ahead.

DISPATCH: Confirming yourself and 7 Edward 7 copy to respond Code 3 to Gold Creek and Little Tujunga.
FIRE: I copy Code 3 to Gold Creek and Little Tujunga?

DISPATCH: That’s affirmative. Tie in with 1 Charlie 1.

FIRE: I copy. For reference, is that going to be closer to (inaudible) or closer to 210?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_120211

DISPATCH: It’s about half-way in between, if you’re at the bottom half just go up Little Tujunga Canyon Road.

FIRE: Copy that. En route.

DISPATCH: Confirming that 7 Edward 7 will also be able to copy this.

FIRE: Affirmative, 7 Edward 7, same traffic.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_120237

FIRE: Angeles, 2 Edward 5, on tone 2.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_120252

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, Angeles.

FIRE: Can I get the meeting place for the off of Little Tujunga where it’s going to be at?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_120318

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, that’ll be at Gold Creek and Little Tujunga.

FIRE: Gold Creek and Little Tujunga?
DISPATCH: That’s affirmative.

FIRE: Copy. We’re also en route to that location.

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, Angeles copies.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_120447

FIRE: 7 Edward 7, Angeles on admin.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_120457

DISPATCH: 7 Edward 7, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_120510

DISPATCH: 7 Edward 5, Angeles.

FIRE: Edward 5.

DISPATCH: 7 Edward 5, just clarifying you have proper direction into that area as well as the other two LPF units from the 210 exiting Osborne and then up Little T Canyon. Charlie 1 will be on the side of the road and tie in with you at the entrance to Gold Creek. Copy?

FIRE: Can you advise 1 Charlie 1 that we’re coming from the Bear Divide side?

DISPATCH: I copy, Edward 5. Is that also with Edward 7 and 2 Edward 5, all three of you?

FIRE: I have 7 Edward 7 with me, I have not seen 2 Edward 5 yet today.

DISPATCH: I copy for 7 Edward 7 and 7 Edward 5.
Break. 2 Edward 5, Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles, 2 Edward 5 on tone 2.

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, how do you copy, Angeles?

FIRE: Angeles, we're on the 210. We're going to going up Little Tujunga. Is that okay?

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, that's affirmative, westbound -- correction, from the 210, exit at Osborne and then up Little T, that's affirmative. 1 Charlie 1 will be on the side of the road at the entrance to Gold Creek.

FIRE: (inaudible).

DISPATCH: I did not copy, repeat.

DISPATCH: Edward 5, repeat.

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, I didn't copy the last. What's your location, at the 210?
FIRE: Yeah, Angeles, we’re 210 westbound at the 605.

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, I copy 210 westbound at the 605.

Also per Angeles, 1 Charlie 1 would like you to respond Code 3. Copy?


DISPATCH: Copy Code 3 at 1221.

FIRE: Edward 5.

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles, on admin.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_121025

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_121216

FIRE: (Inaudible.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_121438

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_121455

FIRE: Angeles, 2 Edward 5 calling.

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, that’s affirmative from Angeles 1 Charlie 1, you could downgrade your response to non code and proceed non code to the same location. We have Edward 10 on scene with Charlie 1, and that’s going to be Gold Creek at Little T.
FIRE: Copy, affirm.

DISPATCH: Copy at 1228.

FIRE: (inaudible) radio check.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_121636

DISPATCH: Edward (inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_121704

DISPATCH: Unit on admin calling, go ahead.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_122343

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, admin tone 6, how do you copy?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_122358

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles on tone 6, go ahead.

FIRE: Check how you copy.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles, go ahead.

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1 on a radio check, tone 6.

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, you’re readable, somewhat low volume background noise. Otherwise readable.

FIRE: Yeah, you’re really scratchy. Fairly readable.

This is the only (inaudible) right now.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, I copy. Again, I can read you okay.

How do you copy Angeles now?
FIRE: Yeah, a lot better.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_122454

DISPATCH: Copy Angeles now.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_122500

FIRE: Scratchy but readable.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_122514

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, radio check again. How do you copy, Angeles?

FIRE: Still scratchy, but readable.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_122520

DISPATCH: Your units have copied that reduced code at 1238.

FIRE: Yeah, copy. Just advise them continue and then we’ll redeploy them once we get to a loc.

DISPATCH: I copy at 1238.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_122712

DISPATCH: Recreation 18, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_122807

DISPATCH: Recreation 18, Angeles.
DISPATCH: Edward 14, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Edward 12, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Edward 12, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Edward 14, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Edward 14, Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 14.

DISPATCH: Edward 14, I’d just like to confirm on your status, general location?

FIRE: I’ll be on the Crest Highway near the -- doing some fire investigation.

DISPATCH: Edward 14, I copy at 1247.

DISPATCH: Edward 12, Angeles.
c1818_30_08_2009_123703
DISPATCH: Edward 17, Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 17.
DISPATCH: Edward 17, just confirming status, general area location?
FIRE: I’m on the Crest Highway in vicinity of upper (inaudible).
DISPATCH: Edward 17, copy 1250.

c1818_30_08_2009_123818
DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.

c1818_30_08_2009_123835
DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.

c1818_30_08_2009_123940
DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.

c1818_30_08_2009_124045
DISPATCH: (inaudible) Angeles on admin.
DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles admin.

DISPATCH: (inaudible) Angeles.

DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles, admin.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Edward 17 or Edward 14, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Edward 17, Angeles. Trying to locate Edward 19.

DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.
DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.

///
c1818_30_08_2009_124643

DISPATCH: Edward 17, Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 17.

DISPATCH: Edward 17, I can almost read you. I’d like to confirm that Edward 19 is affirm on scene or negative.

FIRE: I haven’t heard -- I haven’t heard him on the air.

DISPATCH: I copy for clarification, thank you.

Break. Edward 14, Angeles.

///
c1818_30_08_2009_124730

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 14.

DISPATCH: Edward 14, just inquiring if you have any additional full service LE units with you at your investigation.


DISPATCH: I copy also for 12 Edward 1. No additional A&F units. I copy at 1300.

///
c1818_30_08_2009_124805

(Inaudible.)

///
c1818_30_08_2009_125127

DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.
FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1 on admin tone 6.

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles, go ahead with your traffic.

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1. Be advised the Gold Creek evac has been completed, all units will be clear. Copy?

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, I copy completed the assignment within the Gold Creek area, all units clear at 1308. Also, I’m inquiring on the status of Edward 19.

FIRE: Angeles, I can barely read you. How do you copy?

DISPATCH: (inaudible) all units, LEO units clear. Also I’m inquiring about the status of Edward 19.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 19 is with Edward 10.

DISPATCH: I copy Edward 19 with Edward 10, confirming double unit.

FIRE: That’s affirmative.

DISPATCH: Is (inaudible) there (inaudible) Angeles at (inaudible).

DISPATCH: Angeles, go ahead.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Battalion 11 on command.

FIRE: Battalion 11 on command.

FIRE: Angeles, Battalion 11 on admin.

DISPATCH: Go ahead.

FIRE: Hey, can you check with 1 Charlie 1 and see if he’s made any access into the way station, wildlife way station, and check on the status of that.

DISPATCH: 11, I copy. Just moments ago 1 Charlie 1 cleared the Gold Creek area. They’re all available. Stand by. Break. Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: Yeah, I copy. Battalion 11, how do you copy?

FIRE: Go ahead, [b][6].

FIRE: We’ve been contacted earlier regarding, but not a
mandatory unless you’re requesting that now.

FIRE: Stand by. I just -- yeah, let me check with the folks in there, the fire folks, but I didn’t know if anyone had been in there yet. I copy that.

FIRE: Yeah, they -- they’ve been informed, but it’s not mandatory, and if you want to go there we’re got the resources to do it.

FIRE: Okay. Stand by 1, let me (inaudible) and I’ll get right back to you.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_130155

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Battalion 11.

FIRE: Yeah, I copied that.

FIRE: Thanks, (b)(6).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_130239

(Inaudible.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_130424

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, were you calling?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_130456

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles, did you copy?

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, (inaudible).

DISPATCH: Phone call from a gentleman from CHP. I have
his name and phone number here. He’s calling regarding
Glendora Mountain Road, he said it’s urgent.

FIRE:  (inaudible).

DISPATCH: You’re coming in scratchy.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_130620

FIRE: Charlie 1, 7 Edward 5, admin tone 7.

DISPATCH: Edward 5, Angeles.

FIRE: (inaudible) Edward 5. Do you copy?

FIRE: Negative. Trying to get a hold of 1 Charlie 1.

DISPATCH: Yeah, (inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_130706

FIRE: Yeah, 1 Charlie 1, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Hey, [6][6], just want to let you know we just readvised evidentially station of mandatory.

FIRE: Okay. Copy that, thanks.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_131204

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, tone 7 admin.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_131221

DISPATCH: Angeles, go ahead.

FIRE: Angeles, (inaudible).

///
c1818_30_08_2009_131234

DISPATCH:  (inaudible) placed a call to you.

FIRE:  (inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_131254

DISPATCH:  Copy (inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_131410

DISPATCH:  Message for CHP Officer (b)(6), it was left on your voicemail, or you can call his office.  (inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_131523

FIRE:  Rec 12, 7 Edward 5, admin tone 7.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_131936

FIRE:  Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, admin tone 7.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_132004

DISPATCH:  Ready to copy.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_133028

FIRE:  (inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_133602

(Inaudible.)
FIRE: Angeles dispatch, Station Branch 3 on admin.

DISPATCH: Angeles, go ahead.
FIRE: This is Branch 3 from the Station Fire, how do you copy?
DISPATCH: Station Fire Branch 3, I copy you loud and clear on admin net. Go ahead with the traffic.
FIRE: Could you contact communications with the Station Fire and let them know that we’ve lost Command 2, it’s not working.
DISPATCH: Branch 3, Angeles copy, I’ll contact Station communications that you’ve lost Com 2. I copy that 1354.
FIRE: That’s affirmative.

DISPATCH: All right. Now stand by, I’ll advise.
FIRE: Copy.
DISPATCH: Angeles on admin.

FIRE: Branch 3, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Branch 3, Angeles. I’ve relayed the information to Station com (inaudible) and she received the information that communications 2 -- correction, Command 2 is down. 1355.

FIRE: I copy. Were they aware of it and do you have an ETA when they’re going to get it back up?

DISPATCH: She did not indicate that information. I’d be happy to call back if you’d like.

FIRE: That’s affirmative. I have no communications on Branch 2 on Command. Sorry, Branch 3.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_134351

FIRE: Branch 26, Branch 2 (inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_134405

DISPATCH: Branch 3, Angeles, on admin 6.

FIRE: Branch 3, go ahead.

FIRE: Is it possible for you to grab the pallet jack and meet me at the (inaudible) station?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_134433

FIRE: Where is the pallet jack at?

FIRE: In the engine bay.
c1818_30_08_2009_134446

DISPATCH: Branch 3, Angeles on admin.

FIRE: Branch 3, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Did you recover (inaudible). I did (inaudible) com units in. They do have units en route to that location. They believe it may have got burned. No estimated time of repair but they are en route, and that was from the com units.

FIRE: Angeles, Branch 3, I copy. Thanks for your help.

DISPATCH: Branch 3, I copy. I’ll monitor them. I’m hoping they’ll call me back with further information, but that is current, 1358.

FIRE: I copy, Branch 3.

FIRE: 26, go ahead.

FIRE: Is it possible to (inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_134609

FIRE: Affirmative. I can meet you there, but just I need to go to the east fork which is I was wondering if you guys would be able to assist me with that.

FIRE: That’s affirmative (inaudible).

FIRE: I copy, ETA probably ten minutes.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_135822

FIRE: Angeles, Branch 3 trainee on admin.
FIRE: Copy this unit.

FIRE: Angeles, Branch 3 on Angeles admin.

DISPATCH: Branch 3, Angeles on admin. You’re loud and clear, go ahead.

FIRE: Can you find out from the station fire command repeat the contact?

DISPATCH: Confirming this is different from Command 2, as we know is already down?

FIRE: Affirm that. Command 2 is down.

DISPATCH: Branch 3, that’s affirmative. I spoke with communications several minutes ago. They are aware that Command 2 is down on the Station incident, but they did have an individual en route to repair. They (inaudible) may have been lost due to the fire and they were not able to provide a repair time.

FIRE: Yeah, I copy that. Can I go through ANF for any emergencies on the branch if it comes up.

DISPATCH: Branch 3, that’s affirmative until we get Command 2 back up on Branch 3, that’s affirmative for any
emergency com you need to utilize and report. Stand by, Branch 3.

///
c1818_30_08_2009_140042

DISPATCH: (inaudible) Angeles (inaudible), transmit on the simplex with tone 8 to, and transmit on the duplex. Copy.

FIRE: Affirmative, admin tone 8.

DISPATCH: Yeah, that's affirm for Angeles Forest net. The simplex was utilizing tone 8 and I'll call the com unit for the stations and let them know we're switching to silver, at least temporary, for any emergency needs that may arise on your Branch 3.

FIRE: Okay, thank you.

DISPATCH: (Inaudible.)

///
c1818_30_08_2009_140639

DISPATCH: 3, Angeles on ANF admin. (Inaudible.)

///
c1818_30_08_2009_140658

FIRE: Angeles dispatch, Branch 3, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Branch 3, Angeles. I have communicated with the station com unit. They are aware that in the need that you need some air time (inaudible) come up on Angeles 4 and that they do have the frequencies as well.
FIRE: I copy. Can you make an announcement on this frequency and see if you can raise anybody on Branch 3 (inaudible). I have no com with those folks.

///

FIRE: If you can make a general announcement, hopefully somebody (inaudible) your frequency and will pick them up.

DISPATCH: Angeles copies. I will make the announcement. Otherwise, com unit has this information. Also for you, the repair folks left about 15, 1-5, minutes ago to the repeater site with batteries and a new repeater if they need you to switch it out. Again, that’s from Command 2.

FIRE: Branch 3, copy (inaudible).

DISPATCH: Copy at 1421.

///

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: Yeah, Angeles, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, information only from Chief 1 in Division 3 is evacuations of the Little Rock Recreation Area and Dam are in place, and also the com unit for the incident has been notified and they’re sending the SO. Again, that’s to the Little Rock Dam and Little Rock Recreation Area. It’s only from Chief 1 at Division 3. Copy?

FIRE: Yeah, I copy that. And if you can relay that to

    DISPATCH: (inaudible) 17, 1425.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_142302

    FIRE: Branch 3, (inaudible) Angeles on admin.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_142343

    FIRE: Branch 3. Got the ICT operations. Correction, Angeles on at (inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_142634

    FIRE: Angeles on admin.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_148250

    FIRE: Angeles, Rec 217.

    DISPATCH: 217, go ahead.

    FIRE: Myself and Rec 212 changing locations from Baldie to Dalton Station.

    DISPATCH: Copy at 1442.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_142942

    DISPATCH: Edward 17, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_143032

    DISPATCH: Edward 17, Angeles.
DISPATCH: Branch 3, Angeles on admin.

FIRE: 1 Edward 14, 2 Edward 5 on admin tone 7.

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, Edward 14.

FIRE: Yeah, (6)(6).

DISPATCH: 7 Edward 7, Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles, 7 Edward 7.

DISPATCH: Edward 7, Angeles. Your location.

FIRE: Little Tujunga Road heading towards (inaudible).

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles, 7 Edward 5, admin tone 7.

DISPATCH: Angeles, go ahead.

FIRE: 7 Edward 5, 7 Edward 7 will be a single unit.

DISPATCH: 5 Edward 7, I copy single unit Little T Road towards (inaudible) at 1448.
DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: Yeah, Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: Show me en route to Crest Highway to tie in with Edward 14.
DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles, copy.

FIRE: Yeah, Angeles, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: Yeah, Angeles, go ahead.

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, how do you copy, Angeles.

FIRE: Weak but readable. Go ahead.

DISPATCH: Edward 12 copy his request to Little Rock. He’s going to pass that information on to Edward 17. He had contact with her. Also, 12 inquired about the Edward 5 and Edward 7 if they were able to head to that way as well. They’re currently on Little Tujunga Canyon Road towards Bear Divide, though.

FIRE: Yeah, I should have a Cleveland unit up off the crest or off the forest highway. Let’s start them that way.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, I copy, that’s going to be 2 Edward 12.

Break. 2 Edward 12, Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles, 2 Edward 5.
DISPATCH: Copy. Correction, for 2 Edward 5. Per Charlie 1, if you can head towards the Little Rock Recreation and Dam area, per Chief 1 in Division 3 they’re initiating evacs in that area and you’ll be assisting Edward 17 and possibly 12.

FIRE: We copy to Little Rock area. We’re at Clear Creek.

DISPATCH: I copy, driving from Clear Creek at 1457.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145151

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, go ahead.

FIRE: Sir, can we notify the county we need Big Tujunga Canyon Road right around -- all the way up to mile marker .50 from the bottom of the canyon all the way up to .50, we need it swept. We’ve got rocks all over the place.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, I copy county roads clearance request Big T Canyon Road to that mile marker at 1505. I’ll make the call.

FIRE: From the entrance of -- from the entrance to the forest up to mile marker .50. Point five zero.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145258

DISPATCH: I copy, 1506.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145459

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, admin.
DISPATCH: Go ahead.

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1. Could you notify CHP at (inaudible) Aliso and Forest Highway and have them vacate that area. Fire is coming that way. Copy?

DISPATCH: For Aliso Canyon and Forest Highway, I’ll notify highway patrol.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145537

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145548

FIRE: Angeles, go ahead.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145601

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, go ahead.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145616

DISPATCH: Edward 12, Bruce Canyon is involved and CHP does have a hard closure there pulled over to the side. Again, you’re (inaudible) Aliso Canyon and Forest Highway?

FIRE: That’s affirmative. Aliso Canyon and Forest Highway, I’d like to have units to vacate that area.

DISPATCH: Leave from that area and proceed to the Aliso and Forest Highway, right? Do you copy?

FIRE: Yeah, we’ll have to clear that area and head on
c1818_30_08_2009_145721

**DISPATCH:** For Edward 12 and Edward 17, correction, that was going to be 2 Edward 5 for Clear Creek. 2 Edward 5 is en route. The two Cleveland units are on Little T Road near Bear Divide at this time (inaudible).

**FIRE:** Units on the Little T Road are the LF units.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145754

**DISPATCH:** Affirmative. Again, for Edward 12, Edward 17 and 2 Edward 5 is out to Little Rock (inaudible) area and the two LPF Edward units, they’re on Little T Road. Copy?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145815

**FIRE:** Station communications, (inaudible) group on Command.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145834

**FIRE:** Station communications, (inaudible) group on command.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_145856

**FIRE:** 1 Charlie 1, 2 Edward 5.

///
FIRE: Unit calling 1 Charlie 1, go ahead.

FIRE: Yeah, the Angeles Forest from Clear Creek down to Big Tujunga Canyon there’s major fire runs across the road, so I’ll have to go up and around.

FIRE: Yeah, copy that. And watch out going to the north end there, it could be also overrun. If you can’t, don’t sweat it, just come back down.

FIRE: Copy.

DISPATCH: (Inaudible) he has been notified from (inaudible) Canyon to Aliso and Forest Highway, they copy.

FIRE: Angeles, Rec 217.

FIRE: Angeles, myself and Rec 212 are now in position for the road closure above Dalton at the gate and relieve CHP.
DISPATCH: Recreation 217, I copied some of that traffic when it was in the works with Charlie 1 earlier and a highway patrol unit. Can you pick a location and what the plan is?

FIRE: Well, the station is just above Dalton at the road closure, I believe it’s mile marker 13.3 on (inaudible). Mountain Road, and we have been instructed to relieve CHP. They’re aware of it and we’re here until approximately 2100.

///

DISPATCH: Stand by.

///

DISPATCH: Recreation 217, I copy (inaudible). That’s going to be the gate just before that picnic area above Dalton, correct?

FIRE: Affirm.

DISPATCH: Rec 217 and Rec 212, I copy relieving highway patrol at that location until approximately 2100 hours. I copy at 1526.

///

(Inaudible.)

///

HUNTINGTON COURT REPORTERS & TRANSCRIPTION, INC.
(800) 586-2988
(Inaudible.)

///

\texttt{c1818\_30\_08\_2009\_152528}

\textbf{DISPATCH:} Branch 3, Angeles.

///

\texttt{c1818\_30\_08\_2009\_152547}

\textbf{DISPATCH:} Branch 3 director, Angeles on admin.

///

\texttt{c1818\_30\_08\_2009\_152635}

\textbf{DISPATCH:} Branch 3 director, Angeles on admin.

///

\texttt{c1818\_30\_08\_2009\_152709}

\textbf{DISPATCH:} Branch 3 director (inaudible), Angeles on admin.

///

\texttt{c1818\_30\_08\_2009\_153556}

\textbf{DISPATCH:} Branch 3, come up on NFC Command 9 for communications. Again for Branch 3, NFC Command 9 inaudible).

///

\texttt{c1818\_30\_08\_2009\_153617}

\textbf{FIRE:} Angeles, Branch 3.

\textbf{DISPATCH:} Angeles on admin, go ahead.

///

\texttt{c1818\_30\_08\_2009\_153636}

\textbf{FIRE:} (Inaudible).

DISPATCH: Break. Branch 3 director (inaudible), Angeles on admin.

FIRE: Call on admin, you’re unreadable.

DISPATCH: Contact with Branch 3 director (inaudible), 1550.

FIRE: (Inaudible.)

FIRE: Angeles, Branch 3 (inaudible).

FIRE: (Inaudible.)
FIRE: Charlie 1, Edward 10, go ahead.
FIRE: Hey, just FYI, I am going to be heading over back on the back side by Little Rock. Copy?
FIRE: Yeah, 10-4. You need us to head that way? We’re pretty much -- we’re just kind of sitting waiting for it to come down here at the -- you know where the baseball fields are and all that, down at the bottom of Big T?
FIRE: I’m watching it. Right now I’ve got 17 and -- and 12 doing Little Rock. I’m sending the Cleveland guys over with me and the I’m going to keep the LP guys over on Little Rock Little T area, so I’d like you to stay in that area if you can.
FIRE: Copy. We’re going to be patrolling from Big Tujunga out towards Tujunga itself, you know, (inaudible) over towards Tujunga itself, right around the foothill area.
FIRE: Yeah, copy that.
FIRE: If anything pops that you need us to roll back that way, let us know.
FIRE: Copy, thank you.

FIRE: Hey, Angeles, 1 Charlie 1.
DISPATCH: Go ahead.
FIRE: Yeah, myself and 2 Edward 5 are going to be unable to get through from the Forest Highway towards the back side, so we’re going to be (inaudible).

FIRE: (Inaudible).

DISPATCH: 17, that’s affirmative, continuing. How do you copy?

DISPATCH: Rec unit calling Angeles, repeat.

DISPATCH: Rec unit calling Angeles, repeat your call sign.

DISPATCH: Copy, Rec 34.

FIRE: Hey, let’s take Little T to we’ll go over to Osborne (inaudible).

FIRE: Hey, Angeles, Edward 10.
DISPATCH:  Edward 10, Angeles. Your location is good.

FIRE:  Angeles, we’ve had no response from the county. We’re getting to a point where we can’t -- we’re not going to be able to run any emergency vehicles up Big Tujunga Canyon. We need county to come down here and sweep these rocks and boulders off the roadway.

DISPATCH:  Edward 10, I do copy. I’ll place the request in to them again. I’ll also replace it again through our com unit. I don’t have an ETA for them.

FIRE:  7 Edward 5, 1 Charlie 1.

FIRE:  Edward 5.

FIRE:  (Inaudible).

DISPATCH:  Edward 10, Angeles.

(DISPATCH.)

DISPATCH:  Edward 10, Angeles. In the blind LA County
Roads has the call. No ETA. They indicate that the grader is coming down the road. He is probably not to your location yet but he is on the road.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10. (Inaudible.)

DISPATCH: How do you copy?

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10, I can copy you now. I apologize, I was out of my vehicle speaking to a member of the public. Go ahead with your transmission, please.

DISPATCH: Be advised your request for the rock (inaudible) put in place and has been updated and followed up with the road department. They are there right now and they got the message. Copy?

FIRE: Copy, sir, thank you.

DISPATCH: Branch 3 director, Angeles on admin.
DISPATCH: Edward 17, Angeles, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Copy. Go ahead.

FIRE: Angeles, (inaudible).

DISPATCH: 17, I copy (inaudible).

FIRE: (Inaudible.)

DISPATCH: Edward 17, I do copy. (Inaudible).

DISPATCH: Aircraft operations, (inaudible).

AIR SUPPORT: Angeles, this is (inaudible) Mill Creek. Rec 116 (inaudible) vehicle.

DISPATCH: Do you have traffic for Angeles or anything to report?
DISPATCH: Rec 116, did you have any traffic for Angeles or anything to report?

///

c1818_30_08_2009_163344


DISPATCH: Rec 26, Angeles.

FIRE: Rec 26 and Volunteer 21 out of service.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_163403

DISPATCH: Copy, Rec 26, Volunteer 21 out of service.

FIRE: Thank you and goodnight.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_165047

DISPATCH: (Inaudible) Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_165251

FIRE: (Inaudible).

///

c1818_30_08_2009_165318

DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_165340

DISPATCH: Edward 14, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_170748
DISPATCH: (Inaudible), Angeles.

DISPATCH: Recreation 17, Angeles on admin. Rec 17, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Recreation 17, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Recreation 17, Angeles on admin.

DISPATCH: Recreation 17, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Recreation 17, Angeles on admin.

DISPATCH: Engine 112, Angeles on admin.

FIRE: Angeles, Engine 112 on admin, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Yeah, there was other traffic on Forest net. I just want to ask, confirming you said two ridges behind, that’s going to be to the north and northwest. Do you have contact with Rec 17 for later on this afternoon?

FIRE: Angeles, Engine 112. We’ll probably be here for
about another hour, hour and a half. I do have contact with Rec 17. Yeah, that’s a correct condition on the fire. No smoke, no visible flame. We’re just doing some structure triage.

**DISPATCH:** Engine 112, Angeles, copy at 1746.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_173721

**FIRE:** (Inaudible.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_173802

(Inaudible.)

///

c1818_30_08_2009_174913

**DISPATCH:** Recreation 27, Angeles. 1800 status check.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_175125

**DISPATCH:** Recreation 27, Angeles. Status check.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_175212

**DISPATCH:** Rec 27, Angeles.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_175306

**DISPATCH:** Thank you, sir.

///

c1818_30_08_2009_175343
DISPATCH: Recreation 216, Angeles. Status check.
///
c1818_30_08_2009_181408

FIRE: Angeles, Engine 19 over admin.
///
c1818_30_08_2009_181422

FIRE: Angeles, Engine 19 over admin.
DISPATCH: Go ahead Engine 19.
FIRE: Show Engine 19 in service local area.
DISPATCH: Angeles copies.
///
c1818_30_08_2009_1818450

FIRE: Angeles, Engine 19, copy?
DISPATCH: Engine 19, Angeles, copy, 1827.
///
c1818_30_08_2009_181522

FIRE: Angeles, Engine 19.
///
c1818_30_08_2009_181535

FIRE: Angeles, Engine 19, tone 7 over admin.
///
c1818_30_08_2009_182228

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles, go ahead.
///
c1818_30_08_2009_182405
DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles, yeah, try it.

///

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles admin.

FIRE: Angeles, go ahead for 1 Charlie 1.

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles admin.

FIRE: Angeles, go ahead for 1 Charlie 1.

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, I have two messages. The first one is from Battalion 23 that would like you to give him a call on extension 246 or raise him on the air. This is regarding Cogswell, a call from Cogswell, rather. Second message is from Division 5 reports two individuals walking near Monte Cristo Campground, possibly HMA. Copy?

FIRE: Charlie 1 on tone 1 admin.

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, your location?

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles, how do you copy now?

DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles, how do you copy now?
(Inaudible.)

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10, tone 7.

FIRE: Charlie 1, Edward 19.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 19.

DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles, go ahead with your traffic.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 19.

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1, go ahead.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 19.

FIRE: Yeah, go ahead.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, be advised me and Edward 10 are going to be en route. Will advise if we can make it through onto Monte Cristo. We’re not sure if the power lines down at (inaudible), will notify.

FIRE: Yeah, copy that. I’m sending another unit from the Forest Highway over here just north of Mill Creek and see if they can also get through. Copy?

FIRE: Yeah, just be advised on that road.

FIRE: Copy, advise, copy, thanks.
FIRE: Rec 217 from Engine 23.


FIRE: From Ranger 2, when you’re through there at 2100 go ahead and lock and secure that gate.

FIRE: Copy, 2100 secure the gate.

DISPATCH: Angeles admin.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles. It’s possible you’re not along the lower part of Big T Road, but if you’ve been through if you’ve heard, can you give me a condition, a general synopsis. I have county roads that’s left that area some two, three hours ago. They’re inquiring if it’s safe to get back up in there. Advise if you have that information.

FIRE: We’ve got one lane open down at the bottom, we have one lane open. It’s going to be the -- it’s going to be the down road or down canyon lane is going to be open. Up canyon lane is still closed, full of rock.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, I copy, down lane lower Big T is open, the other side’s got rocks. Their crew left the area a little while ago. Is their road crew safe to go back in there, at least on the highway? Their dispatch is inquiring. I
understand it’s their discretion, but what’s your thoughts?

FIRE: At this time, we can get emergency vehicles up and down, so as far as that goes we’re good. We might have a problem up at on the Forest Highway. I’ll let you know here in a little bit.

c1818_30_08_2009_185602

DISPATCH: Edward 10, I copy, that’s enough information I need, thank you.


c1818_30_08_2009_185652


c1818_30_08_2009_185929

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, 2 Edward 5, we copy that.

c1818_30_08_2009_185948

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, 2 Edward 5, we copy the traffic on forest.

c1818_30_08_2009_190008

FIRE: Yeah, 2 Edward 5, (inaudible).

FIRE: We copy.

c1818_30_08_2009_190443

FIRE: (Inaudible) Engine 23.

c1818_30_08_2009_190457

DISPATCH: Engine 23, were you calling Angeles?

FIRE: Confirming (inaudible).
FIRE: (Inaudible) from Engine 23.

FIRE: Angeles, (inaudible).

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles, go ahead.

FIRE: Starting at mile marker 18 -- 18.90, 18.90, we’re having problems getting through (inaudible) come up this direction.

DISPATCH: So that’s going to be Big Tujunga Canyon Road, Big Tujunga Canyon Road, 18.9? is that correct?

FIRE: I apologize, sir. It’s going to be Forest Highway starting at mile marker 18.90, and working towards Monte Cristo.

DISPATCH: (Inaudible) 18.9 towards Monte Cristo, notifying county roads.

FIRE: Affirmative.

DISPATCH: That means you’re in (inaudible) Canyon, correct?

FIRE: That’s affirmative.

DISPATCH: (Inaudible) Division (inaudible), Angeles
FIRE: Angeles admin, go ahead with that traffic.

DISPATCH: (Inaudible) (b)(6), 9th Division, (b)(6), Angeles admin.

FIRE: Angeles, I copy your request, and that’s due to rocks in the road etcetera. Are there any other concerns?

FIRE: Yes, sir. Animal control -- stand by.

FIRE: Sir, if we could get animal control. We have an owl, it’s going to be an owl at the -- at the tunnel at Hidden Springs right at the -- they can’t miss it. The bird is obviously hurt from the fire, standing in the tunnel, and assistance for animal control.

Also, at the Hidden Springs Café, we have power lines that are -- stand by.

FIRE: Continuing. We have power lines at the Hidden Springs Café that if someone is -- you can barely see them, and they’re crossing the road. They’re not on the ground but they are crossing the road, and if somebody drives through here (inaudible). We need those to come down.
DISPATCH: Copy (inaudible) power lines down in a precarious situation, make notifications to Southern California Edison on that. Also make a notification regarding your injured owl that’s going to be at the tunnel near Hidden Springs. Negative for animal control. We’ll make the call to a rehab (inaudible) Station here, and I’ll get that information. I copy at 1925.

FIRE: Copy, sir, thank you.

Break. 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10.

FIRE: Go ahead, [b](6).

FIRE: Yes, sir. We’ve gotten through. We’re coming up to Forest Highway and upper Big T, continuing to Monte Cristo. Now, what exactly do we have there, sir? Individuals that came off Canyon?

FIRE: Yeah, (inaudible) stand by.

c1818_30_08_2009_191455

DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles.

FIRE: Yes, sir, go ahead, Edward 10.

c1818_30_08_2009_191150

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10, go ahead.

c1818_30_08_2009_191527

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10, go ahead, sir.

DISPATCH: Edward 10, regarding the owl, did you happen to see the color of the eyes? Odd question, but that’s what they’re asking.
FIRE: I apologize, sir, I just -- I just tried to avoid hitting it and I did not. I believe it's about -- the owl is about maybe a foot tall. It was -- it looked like it was a brown color and it looked like it had -- it's burned around the wings and such. The owl is standing and it is alive, though.

FIRE: Did you copy?

DISPATCH: Copy the information at 1930.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10.

FIRE: 88 (b)(6) from Engine 23, admin.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10.

FIRE: Edward 10, 1 Charlie 1.

FIRE: Yes, sir, we are physically at (b)(7)(A). What do we have here?

FIRE: Yeah. Well, see if you can locate two (b)(7)(A) that were seen in that area and if you can locate, let's see if we can get them out of there.

FIRE: 10-4. Am I looking for them in the campground or are they walking on the roadway?
FIRE: Information at this time, that’s where they were last seen.

FIRE: Do you copy?

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10, you’re coming in unreadable. We’re on tone 7.

FIRE: Yeah, how do you copy now?

FIRE: Go ahead and try it, (b)(6).

FIRE: Yeah, so they were last seen at campground area.

FIRE: We just did a run through (b)(7)(A). We did not see anyone. I’m going to go up the dirt road a little ways, the one that goes up to the mines, and then we’ll try the highway.

FIRE: Yeah, copy, (b)(6). I think they were flushed out, so they should be at some point on the (inaudible), so make sure you look very good and watch your back.

FIRE: Copy.

FIRE: Call in for (inaudible).

FIRE: Yeah, sir, which way were they walking, sir? Were they walking north or were they walking south? Copy, sir.
We’ll -- we’ll try and find them, sir.

**FIRE:** Utility, Edward 10. I apologize, I don't know your -- I think it was Utility 14. How long ago was it that you guys saw these individuals?

**FIRE:** Angeles, Edward 10. Angeles, forward this to admin.

**DISPATCH:** Angeles.

**FIRE:** Yes, sir. What was the utility that saw the two individuals down at (b)(7)(A)?

**FIRE:** (Inaudible). How long ago did you see the individuals at (b)(7)(A)?

**FIRE:** Copy, ten minutes, sir. Thank you.

**FIRE:** That would be three-zero, 30 minutes.

**FIRE:** I copy, 30 minutes up the road. I do copy, thank you.

**FIRE:** (Inaudible) from Engine 23, admin.

**FIRE:** Charlie 1, Edward 10.

**FIRE:** Hey Angeles, 1 Charlie 1 on admin tone 1.
DISPATCH: Charlie 1, Angeles.

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles.

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10, tone 7.

FIRE: Yeah, go ahead, (b)(6).

FIRE: Yeah, we’ve got two individuals, both of them from [b](7)(A), and they’re just basically saying they’re hikers up here. We can go ahead and hook them up, but I don’t have any place to put them. Do we have another unit available close by?

FIRE: Hey, (b)(6), at this time you’ve got to find a way to do it. We can’t leave them there and I’ve got -- can’t get anybody up that way right now through Mill Creek area.

FIRE: 10-4. Could we use a utility to drive them to [b](7)(A) ?

FIRE: Yeah, I don’t -- I don’t care how we do it, let’s just get them out of that area.


FIRE: Would you mind coming back down here?
FIRE: Do you copy?

1 Charlie 1, Edward 10.

FIRE: Yeah, go ahead.

FIRE: So if I continue down or north on the Forest Highway, I’m not going to be able to get out, correct?

FIRE: Yeah, that’s affirmative. You’re going to have to take them back towards to the south.

FIRE: Did copy. I’m going to have, as soon as Utility 14 is done with what he needs to do I’m going to have Utility 14, we’re going to put them in the back and take them down that way.

FIRE: Yeah, copy that. Hey, (inaudible) and for our information. Copy?

FIRE: If they don’t cooperate with me, I’d like to -- to take them.

FIRE: Yeah, right now, we’re not in a position to really deal with that. We’ve got the other issues that we’ve got to deal with and I need the bodies available.

FIRE: Did copy. We’ll ID them and get them down to the bottom.

FIRE: Yeah, copy, and maybe a couple photographs.

FIRE: Did copy.
FIRE: Yes, sir, go ahead.

FIRE: Sir, thank you so much. I really appreciate it.

FIRE: Edward 14, 1 Charlie 1 on admin tone 7.

FIRE: Edward 14, 1 Charlie 1 on admin tone 7.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 14.

FIRE: Yeah, , are you in a position to give me a phone call?

FIRE: Affirm, about ten minutes.

FIRE: Copy, thanks.

FIRE: Angeles, Rec 10.

DISPATCH: Rec unit are you calling Angeles?

FIRE: Angeles, Rec 10.

DISPATCH: Rec 10, go ahead.

FIRE: Yeah, can you contact Rec 16 and have them call my cell phone number immediately?


DISPATCH: Rec 10, go ahead.

DISPATCH: Rec 10, Angeles.
FIRE: Yeah, can you contact Rec 16 and have him call my cell phone number immediately?

DISPATCH: I copy. I’m just coming on shift and Rec 16 is not in our status of being in service today. Do you know of his location?

FIRE: 14 Freeway between Hansen Dam and Angeles Forest Highway.

c1818_30_08_2009_195420

DISPATCH: I copy, Rec 10. I’ll make that attempt.

c1818_30_08_2009_195456

DISPATCH: Rec 16, Angeles.

c1818_30_08_2009_195504

DISPATCH: -- Angeles.

c1818_30_08_2009_200511

(Inaudible)

c1818_30_08_2009_200617

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10.

FIRE: Go ahead, (b)(6).

FIRE: Yes, sir, we got one of the two individuals (inaudible) up here. How would it look for us to get an (inaudible), is there any possibility of that?

FIRE: Negative, (b)(6). Negative at this time. Just confirm their location (inaudible), try to work that and then we’ll go from there. We just don’t have any bodies to deal with that right now.
FIRE: 10-4. Did copy, sir.

FIRE: Okay, thanks.

(Inaudible.)

FIRE: From Engine 23 (inaudible).

(Inaudible.)

FIRE: From Engine 23 (inaudible). (Inaudible.)

(Inaudible.)

DISPATCH: (Inaudible.)


FIRE: Yes, sir, did you say the search and rescue truck was heading down here from your location?

FIRE: Negative.

FIRE: Was there just one person in the vehicle or were there more than one?

FIRE: From Engine 23 (inaudible).
FIRE: From Engine 23.

FIRE: (Inaudible.)

FIRE: (Inaudible) Crystal Lake. Is that right?

FIRE: My area is through Crystal Lake, correct?

FIRE: You got Crystal Lake, Soldier Creek and the North Fork Cabins.

FIRE: Engine 23, (inaudible).

FIRE: (Inaudible) information, Engine 23.

FIRE: Yeah, the people that you’re going with to Cogswell are reporting that you guys are going to go up to Crystal Lake as well?

FIRE: The same units that are taking care of Cogswell are also going to do Crystal Lake?

FIRE: Affirmative. I’m just collecting information of basically the units that are going to do Cogswell are also going to do Crystal Lake (inaudible).

FIRE: We’re just going to take care of Cogswell and you’re going to take care of North Fork and Crystal Lake.

FIRE: (Inaudible) did you copy?

FIRE: Affirmative. I guess the handling unit there with you relayed some information (inaudible).

FIRE: (Inaudible).
FIRE: Engine 23 (inaudible) copy.

FIRE: (Inaudible) two from Engine 23.

FIRE: Okay. We’re going to go to Crystal Lake and I guess we’re going to stand by at Hobson’s because the -- it would be (inaudible).

FIRE: Crystal Lake and then you’re going to work your way down; is that correct?

FIRE: No, we’re going to Crystal Lake and we’re going to stand by at Hobson’s until another unit shows up to help out, per (inaudible).

FIRE: Copied. We’ll contact you as soon as we’re out of the west fork here.

FIRE: I copy. The unit with me (inaudible) so we’re going to wait for more units.

FIRE: Did you copy that last?

FIRE: Negative, you’re breaking up too much.
FIRE: (Inaudible) Engine 23, (inaudible).

FIRE: Angeles, (inaudible).

FIRE: Angeles, (inaudible).

FIRE: Angeles, (inaudible).

FIRE: The Battalion Chief’s at Mill Creek, 2 Edward 5.

FIRE: Angeles dispatch, 2 Edward 5.

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, Angeles.

FIRE: Can you tell me the Battalion Chief that’s at Mill Creek with the engine?

DISPATCH: Copy, that should be Battalion 11.

FIRE: I copy. Also be advised we’ll be -- we’re just north of Mill Creek, we’re assisting LA County deputies with a broken down -- one of their vehicles.

DISPATCH: Angeles, copy.

FIRE: Admin Rec 217, tone 3.

FIRE: Angeles, Rec 217.

FIRE: Angeles, Rec 217.
FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1 on tone 7.

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10, go ahead.

FIRE: Yeah, (b) (6), 2400, copy?

FIRE: I copied 2400. (b) (6), we’re -- we’re up here with (inaudible) right now.

FIRE: Yeah, copy that. Do what you can. 2400.

FIRE: Yeah, if -- I’m wondering if we can get out of here.

FIRE: Copy that.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 5.

FIRE: Yeah, 5, go ahead.

FIRE: FYI, we’re up here above Mill Creek assisting LA County. They’ve got a broken down rig, we’re going to be transporting four back to the bottom of the hill.

FIRE: Yeah, copy that, (b) (6). Can you copy 2400, copy?

FIRE: Confirm, sir.

FIRE: Angeles, Rec 12, out of service.

DISPATCH: Copy Rec 12, out of service.

FIRE: Edward 12, Edward 17.

FIRE: Edward 12 and Edward 17, 1 Charlie 1.

FIRE: Charlie 1, go ahead for 12 and 17.
FIRE: Yeah, just confirming 2400, copy?
FIRE: Affirm that.

FIRE: 7 Edward 5, 1 Charlie 1.

FIRE: 7 Edward 5.
FIRE: Copy traffic.

FIRE: Angeles, 1 Charlie 1 on admin tone 1.

DISPATCH: 1 Charlie 1, Angeles.

FIRE: Angeles dispatch, 12 Edward 9 on tone 3.

FIRE: Angeles dispatch, 12 Edward 9 on tone 7.
DISPATCH: 12 Edward 9, go ahead.

DISPATCH: 12 Edward 9, Angeles.
FIRE: Just for your information, myself and 4 Edward 4 are a double unit on Angeles Crest Highway just above the Crest Station. We’ll be here overnight.

DISPATCH: I copy, confirming point of origin related.
FIRE: Affirmative.
DISPATCH: I copy.
FIRE: Rec 2 from Engine 23.

FIRE: Wilderness 2 from Engine 23.

FIRE: Charlie 1, Edward 10.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10.

FIRE: 1 Charlie 1, Edward 10, tone 7.

FIRE: Wilderness 2 from Engine 23.

FIRE: Wilderness 2 from Engine 23.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 14, tone 7.

DISPATCH: Edward 14, Angeles.

FIRE: Sir, I’ll be en route to Arcadia.

DISPATCH: I copy, Edward 14 en route to Arcadia.

DISPATCH: Prevention Battalion 23, Angeles on admin.

FIRE: (Inaudible).

DISPATCH: Prevention Battalion 23, your status for Division 2.

FIRE: Angeles, Prevention 23. Advise Division 2 that we
have cleared Cogswell, there are no residents there. Crystal Lake has been contacted. (Inaudible) leaving the area (inaudible) an individual at (inaudible) and Soldier Creek trying to (inaudible) and would not leave.

DISPATCH: Copy that, I’ll advise. Also, do you have -- are you heading back out of the Cogswell area, then?

FIRE: Just cleared the Cogswell area. We’re up on the north forth at Highway 39 with the sheriff’s unit and (inaudible) the North Fork (inaudible) and we’ll be done. North Fork is cleared (inaudible).

DISPATCH: I copy.

c1818_30_08_2009_220344

DISPATCH: Prevention Battalion 23, Angeles. Your ETA back to quarters?

FIRE: Prevention 23, myself and Wilderness 2 will stop with the sheriff’s unit (inaudible) North Fork where it goes out. Should be back in quarters within an hour.

c1818_30_08_2009_220428

FIRE: Prevention 23, you copy that?

DISPATCH: Prevention Battalion 23, repeat?

FIRE: Prevention 23, we’re going to stop (inaudible) North Fork and should be back in quarters within an hour.

DISPATCH: I copy.

c1818_30_08_2009_222057

FIRE: Prevention 23 on admin.
FIRE: Prevention 23 on admin.

FIRE: Angeles, Wilderness 2 on admin.

FIRE: Angeles, Prevention 23 on admin.

FIRE: Angeles, Wilderness 2.

DISPATCH: Unit calling Angeles.

DISPATCH: Unit calling Angeles, be advised your transmission is barely readable. Can you speak up, please?

FIRE: Angeles, Prevention 23 on admin.

DISPATCH: Prevention 23, Angeles.

FIRE: -- and Wilderness 2 are finished with the assignment in San Gabriel Canyon en route to (inaudible) area 27.

DISPATCH: Copy Battalion 23.

FIRE: Sheriff’s 88 [b](6), Prevention 23.

FIRE: Prevention 23 on admin.

DISPATCH: Prevention 23, Angeles.

FIRE: Myself and Wilderness 2 out of service in quarters, area 27 (inaudible).

DISPATCH: Copy, Prevention 23.
FIRE: Angeles, (inaudible) I can’t read you (inaudible).

FIRE: Angeles, (inaudible) admin tone 7.

FIRE: Angeles, (inaudible) admin tone 7.

DISPATCH: Unit calling Angeles.

FIRE: 2 Edward 5.

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, Angeles. You got traffic.

FIRE: Admin tone 2 any better?

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, how do you copy, Angeles?

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, Angeles.

FIRE: Would you please show myself and 2 Tom 2 out of service.

DISPATCH: 2 Edward 5, 2 Tom 2, out of service. You guys have a good night.

FIRE: (Inaudible.)

FIRE: Angeles, 7 Edward 5, admin tone 7.

DISPATCH: -- Angeles.

FIRE: (Inaudible) and 7 Edward 7 will be out of service en route to quarters.
DISPATCH: (Inaudible) copy, 7 Edward 7 out of service.

FIRE: (Inaudible), 7 Edward 7.

DISPATCH: 7 Edward 7, Angeles.

FIRE: (Inaudible) stand by. Have a good night.

DISPATCH: 7 Edward 7, Angeles copies out of service.

Have a good night.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 14 direct.

DISPATCH: 14, Angeles.

FIRE: Yes, sir, I’m out of service in Arcadia.

DISPATCH: 14 out of service Arcadia. Good night.

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 14 on direct. Did you copy out of service?

DISPATCH: Edward 14, I do copy out of service.

FIRE: Edward 5, Edward 7 direct.

FIRE: Edward 5, Edward 7 direct.

FIRE: (Inaudible).

FIRE: (Inaudible.)

FIRE: (Inaudible.)
FIRE: (Inaudible.)
c1818_31_08_2009_015510
FIRE: Good morning, gentlemen. (Inaudible.)
c1818_31_08_2009_015536
FIRE: (Inaudible.)
c1818_31_08_2009_015559
FIRE: (Inaudible) Charlie, Division 8, how do you copy?
c1818_31_08_2009_015625
FIRE: (Inaudible) how do you copy?
c1818_31_08_2009_015724
FIRE: (Inaudible) Charlie.
c1818_31_08_2009_031335
FIRE: (Inaudible) Charlie, Angeles.
c1818_31_08_2009_031406
c1818_31_08_2009_034613
FIRE: Angeles, Edward 19, tone 2.
c1818_31_08_2009_034628
DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.
c1818_31_08_2009_034643
DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.
c1818_31_08_2009_034713
DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles, were you calling?
c1818_31_08_2009_034757
FIRE: Angeles, Edward 19, tone 2.

FIRE: Edward 19, Edward 10, tone 7. They’re -- they’re (inaudible).

DISPATCH: Yeah, Edward 10, I can’t copy their traffic. If you can hear the (inaudible).

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10, tone 7. Edward 19 is en route to quarters.

FIRE: Edward 19, Edward 10. Yeah, I can’t hear them now either, so I think they’re breaking (inaudible) but I don’t know what they’re saying. Give them a land line once you get home.

DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.

(INAUDIBLE.)

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 10, admin tone --

DISPATCH: 10, Angeles.


DISPATCH: Edward 10, Angeles, how do you copy?
FIRE: I copy, sir. I’ll be in quarters out of service.

DISPATCH: I had a couple problems trying to get a hold of Edward 19, but I’ll wait for his phone call. And I copied you in quarters out of service.

c1818_31_08_2009_042608

FIRE: You have a good evening, sir.

c1818_31_08_2009_042855

FIRE: Edward 19, tone 2.

c1818_31_08_2009_042918


c1818_31_08_2009_

DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.

c1818_31_08_2009_

FIRE: Edward 10, Edward 19. Can you copy me on tone 2?

c1818_31_08_2009_043133

FIRE: Angeles, Edward 19, tone 2.

DISPATCH: Edward 19, Angeles.

FIRE: Show me out of service (inaudible).

DISPATCH: I copy, Edward 19 out of service.